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President Biden signed the Inflation Reduction Act into law August 16th, a bill capping months of start 
and stop negotiations mainly with Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) on what part of the President’s Build 
Back Better economic agenda should be included in budget legislation, if any. The final result, while far 
short of the original Build Back Better budget proposal, includes the largest investment through a 
combination of subsidies and tax incentives by the US government on climate initiatives, a three-year 
extension of the COVID legislation subsidies for health insurance under the Affordable Cares Act, 
authority for Medicare to negotiate prescription drug prices, and a 15% minimum tax on corporations to 
offset the costs of the bill, among other provisions. Overall, according to the Congressional Budget 
Office, the Act will reduce the federal budget by about $300 billion over 10 years.  
 
The bill had passed the Senate and the House on a party line vote; no Republicans in either chamber 
supported the bill. Majority Leader Charles Schumer (D-NY), was able to override the Senate’s usual 
rules on filibusters that require 60 votes to proceed with legislation because the legislation was a 
reconciliation bill, a process that makes enacting budget legislation easier. 
 
Bill Summary 
 
Overall, the Act includes an estimated $485 billion in new spending (mostly in cleaner energy tax credits 
and extending healthcare subsidies) and about $813 billion in deficit reduction (including about $322 
billion in healthcare savings), for about $328 billion in net deficit reduction. The plan raises revenues 
through a 15 percent minimum tax on corporate book income ($213 billion), an excise tax on stock 
buybacks ($74 billion), and additional funding for the IRS to enforce existing tax laws (which, net of 
costs, results in $124 billion of deficit reduction). 
 

Provision  Effect on Deficit 

Energy and Climate  $386 billion 

Health Care        $98 billion 

    Expanded ACA Subsidies     $64 billion 

    Part D redesign, LIS subsidies, 
vaccines 

    $34 billion 

Total Spending*  $485 billion 

   

Health Savings*  $322 billion 

    Negotiation of drug Prices     $99 billion 

    Drug inflation cap     $101 billion 

    Repeal drug rebate rule     $122 billion 

   

Revenues  $491 billion 

    15 percent minimum tax     $222 billion 

    IRS funding (net)**     $124 billion 

    Buyback tax     $74 billion 

https://www.democrats.senate.gov/inflation-reduction-act-of-2022
https://www.democrats.senate.gov/inflation-reduction-act-of-2022
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5376
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    Extend limitation on excess 
business losses 

    $53 billion 

    Methane fee, superfund fee, 
other 

    $18 billion 

Total Deficit Reduction  $813 billion 

   

Net Impact  $328 billion 
 
*Spending estimates from CBO are based on a previous version of the bill prior to changes made in the Senate. 
However, revenue impacts are adjusted to reflect new changes. 
**IRS funding would expand roughly $80 billion, but generate $204 billion in revenues, resulting in $124 billion of 
deficit reduction. 

 
Republican arguments against the bill focused on the additional government spending in the bill which 
they believe is inflationary, the overexpansion of the role of government in the economy disrupting 
market forces already underway particularly in clean energy markets, the raising of taxes at this time of 
economic uncertainty, and the overestimates of the impact on deficits and debt. Democrats pointed to 
deficit reduction as helping to reduce inflation; the major climate provisions of the bill as historical, 
transformational investments; the healthcare provisions and subsidies as ones that would lower the 
costs of prescription drugs and make healthcare more accessible; and, the tax increases on corporations, 
as reasons for support. 
 
The bill triggered a debate not only between Democrats and Republicans but also launched a debate 
among economists. Over 100 economists have sent a letter to the congressional leadership supporting 
the bill arguing the investments in energy, health care, and the shoring up the nation's tax system will 
fight inflation and lower costs for American families while setting the stage for strong, stable, and 
broadly-shared long-term economic growth. This was countered by over 200 economists who argued in 
their letter to the Congressional leadership that the over $400 billion dollars in additional government 
spending will create inflationary pressure by boosting demand and the tax hikes would constrain supply 
by discouraging investment. 
 
Corporate Minimum Tax 
The Act establishes an alternative minimum tax of 15 percent on corporate book income for those 
corporations that would not otherwise pay more than 15 percent. Companies generally follow different 
accounting standards for the IRS than they do for the financial statements they report to shareholders. 
As a result, sometimes taxes paid in a given year may look high or low relative to the income reported 
on financial statements. Corporations in the latter category would be required to calculate their burden 
at a 15 percent rate under an alternative system closer to that used for financial statements. With the 
bill enacted, most corporations would likely move back and forth between the two systems, preserving 
net operating losses and retaining the ability to claim tax credits against the AMT to the extent that they 
paid more than 15 percent in prior years.  
 
Among the differences in accounting rules that most strongly influence the difference between book 
income and income for tax purposes are the treatment of stock-based compensation and capital 
expenditures. When companies pay their employees in restricted stock, the stock may appreciate or 
depreciate before the employee has access to it. The tax code and financial accounting principles differ 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/02/politics/economists-democrats-package-downward-pressure-inflation/index.html
https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/230-economists-warn-manchins-spending-bill-will-perpetuate-inflation
https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/230-economists-warn-manchins-spending-bill-will-perpetuate-inflation
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on what price is counted as compensation expense: the value of the stock when it is initially granted or 
the value of the stock when it vests. Financial accounting records the expense at the price of the stock 
when it is granted, while the tax code records the expense at the price of the stock when it vests. During 
bull markets, therefore, the tax code shows significantly higher compensation expense than financial 
statements might, and the reverse would be true in bear markets.  
 
When companies make a capital expenditure, the full value of that capital expenditure is often recorded 
as an expense for tax purposes, especially after the 2017 tax law. However, financial accounting tracks 
an approximation of the value of the asset as it depreciates, and records that depreciation as an 
expense over several years. Over the long run, the expense is fully recorded in both systems, but tax law 
often records the expense more quickly than does the income statement in financial accounting.  
Supporters of faster depreciation generally argue that the tax code should hew more closely to the 
statement of cash flows (which records capital expenditures immediately) because free cash flow is the 
standard for many investment decisions, and an income tax discourages longer-run investment. In a deal 
struck with Senator Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ) shortly before Senate passage, the minimum tax provision 
was modified to allow for faster depreciation, which reduced estimated revenues from the tax (and thus 
deficit reduction) by $91 billion. 
 
This 15 percent minimum tax is a domestic tax separate from the 15 percent global minimum tax being 
negotiated internationally through the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). 
 
Stock Buyback Tax 
During Senate debate, a deal was struck with Sen. Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ) that removed a previous 
provision taxing carried interest at ordinary income rates (costing $13 billion in revenue) and modified 
the 15 percent minimum tax on corporate book income to permit faster depreciation, which lowered 
the projected revenues from the tax by nearly $100 billion, from $313 billion to $222 billion.  
In exchange for the depreciation protections added by Senator Sinema, the bill includes a $74 billion tax 
on public companies’ repurchases of their shares. The tax would be assessed at 1 percent of the fair 
market value of the shares repurchased, starting in calendar year 2023. Buybacks are a way of returning 
cash to shareholders, often an alternative to dividends. Buybacks under current law retain a tax 
advantage relative to dividends: dividends realize income for shareholders, whether they would like to 
realize that income or not. By contrast, buybacks only result in a realization event for shareholders who 
choose to sell. Buybacks therefore give shareholders the option for tax deferral. The 1 percent tax on 
buybacks is intended to pare back the relative advantages currently enjoyed by share repurchases. 
 
IRS Funding 
The Act appropriates additional funding for the Internal Revenue Service ($3 billion for taxpayer 
services, $46 billion for enforcement, $25 billion for operations support, $5 billion for business systems 
modernization). Several IRS commissioners of both parties have argued that poor funding has made it 
difficult for the IRS to fulfill its basic responsibilities. Further, additional funding for the IRS to enforce 
existing tax law is estimated to generate substantially more revenue than it costs. Though the funding 
for the IRS totals up to $79 billion, this additional funding, according to CBO, is estimated to generate 
enough revenue to reduce the budget deficit by $124 billion on net. 
 

https://www.jct.gov/publications/2022/jcx-18-22/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/five-former-irs-commissioners-bidens-proposal-would-create-a-fairer-tax-system/2021/05/04/c4ee8346-acfc-11eb-ab4c-986555a1c511_story.html
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Other Revenues 
The Act extends the limitation on excess business losses by noncorporate taxpayers, first enacted in the 
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, for an additional two years. It also contains a provision raising and 
extending the Hazardous Substance Superfund Financing Rate, a tax on crude oil, at 16.7 cents a barrel, 
and fees on methane leaks over federal limits, starting at $900 a ton. 
 
Health Policies:  Medicare and Affordable Care Act 
The Act allows Medicare to use its power in the prescription drug market to negotiate for lower prices, 
starting with a small number of drugs, saving about $100 billion over ten years, according to CBO. It also 
places a cap on drug price inflation, which would apply to both government and private buyers, limiting 
the ability of drug companies to increase prices on drugs that do not change year-to-year, which would 
reduce government drug spending by about $100 billion from both cost savings and new revenues over 
the life of the bill. But, it is important to note, that while CBO also estimates that the prescription drug 
pricing reforms would reduce overall Federal spending on drugs, it would also result in 15 fewer drugs 
being approved in the US over the next 30 years (out of a total of 1300) as lower expected revenues 
would make some projects no longer worthwhile.  
 
In addition to health policies that reduce spending, the bill includes two expansions or extensions of 
healthcare spending. The American Rescue Plan Act had boosted subsidies for exchanges under the 
Affordable Care Act for the 2021 and 2022 coverage years for individuals with incomes above 400 
percent of the Federal poverty line. The deal continues these subsidies for another three years, through 
2025, ending the “subsidy cliff.” This extension costs about $65 billion. 
 
Federal support for prescription drug expenses would also increase. Prescription drug out-of-pocket 
spending for seniors would be capped at $2,000 per year, and premium and co-pay assistance for 
prescription drugs for low-income individuals would be expanded. The low-income subsidy program 
under Medicare Part D was previously available to those earning less than 135 percent of the Federal 
poverty level. The threshold would be raised to 150 percent. The deal would also improve coverage for 
vaccines in Medicare Part D and Medicaid. These prescription drug and vaccine benefits account for 
about $35 billion in spending. 
 
The bill also claims $120 billion in budget savings from repealing a prescription drug rebate rule issued 
under the Trump Administration that has never gone into effect. Had it gone into effect it would have, 
by CBO estimates, increased federal spending on prescription drugs by that amount. Officially repealing 
the rule reduces spending relative to current law but not against actual current levels. 
 
Climate and Energy Policies 
The Act includes ambitious provisions relating to climate and energy policy ($384 billion). Most of this 
($271 billion) consists of tax credits and incentives for adoption of cleaner energy sources. The bill takes 
an expansive view in this regard:  tax incentives for cleaner energy production apply to sources including 
nuclear, biodiesel and renewable diesel, as well as zero-carbon sources. 
 
The bill also includes tax provisions related to cleaner buildings, personal vehicles (a $7,500 credit for 
new electric vehicles, and $4,000 for used ones), commercial vehicles, and agriculture, as well as for 
investments in the domestic manufacturing of clean energy products such as solar panels or batteries. It 

https://www.cbo.gov/system/files?file=2022-07/senSubtitle1_Finance.pdf
https://www.kff.org/policy-watch/falling-off-the-subsidy-cliff-how-aca-premiums-would-change-for-people-losing-rescue-plan-subsidies/
https://www.aafp.org/dam/AAFP/documents/advocacy/prevention/vaccines/LT-Senate-InflationReductionAct2022-072922.pdf
https://www.aafp.org/dam/AAFP/documents/advocacy/prevention/vaccines/LT-Senate-InflationReductionAct2022-072922.pdf
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supports carbon capture technologies, supported by some climate advocates, but opposed by others 
who would prefer to focus on emissions reductions.  
 
Manchin’s support for the bill is tied together with certain provisions such as ones that open federal 
lands and offshore waters that are utilized for renewable energy development to be open for oil and gas 
drilling.  Also important to Manchin’s support is a separate agreement to advance legislation speeding 
permitting for energy projects. This separate reform is not part of the budgeting process, and therefore 
cannot be pursued through reconciliation. It would require 60 votes in the Senate to advance beyond a 
filibuster, thus needing support of some Republicans (who have generally supported permitting reforms 
in the past), but it would not necessarily have the support of all Democrats. Critics of the permitting side 
agreement, have already begun arguing against what they see as undue favoritism towards West 
Virginia and its natural gas pipeline provision in the agreement 
 
The permitting deal would, among other provisions, impose maximum two-year limits for environmental 
reviews for major projects; ensure that only one lead agency conducts the review and approval for 
energy projects; advance the Mountain Valley natural gas pipeline project in West Virginia; direct the 
President to designate 25 energy projects as high priority and prioritize permitting review for them; and 
curb legal challenges that delay energy projects. CED has previously written about the need for 
permitting reform, and many of the reported components of the permitting reform resemble ideas 
advanced in CED’s Solutions Brief, Building Infrastructure in Real Time: Avoiding Regulatory Paralysis 
 
Deficit reduction and inflation control 
All in all, the Act can be expected to reduce the 10-year deficit by about $328 billion relative to current 
law—an important start though not a comprehensive solution to long-term fiscal debt problems, 
particularly at a time of rising interest rates and passage other legislation which continues to not be 
“paid for”—most recently The CHIPS and Science Act.    
 
In traditional demand-side economics, reductions in government deficits make money (or close 
substitutes of money) relatively scarcer, which in turn tends to reduce nominal demand for goods and 
services, putting downward pressure on prices. As inflation and interest rates have risen recently, deficit 
reduction has become a more important goal.  
 
In some ways, however, the deal may not fully live up to its billing. First, one of its major programs is 
frontloaded: the three-year expansion of ACA subsidies. Frontloading runs higher deficits while the 
program is active and may conceal the true cost of a program, making the bill unlikely to cut deficits or 
reduce inflation quickly. The Penn Wharton Budget Model estimates that “the Act would very slightly 
increase inflation until 2024 and decrease inflation thereafter. These point estimates are statistically 
indistinguishable from zero, thereby indicating low confidence that the legislation will have any impact 
on inflation.” Second, at least one of its cost savings on the 10-year deficit—the repeal of the Trump-era 
rebate rule—is only a savings relative to a current law baseline, not relative to current policy, as the 
Trump-era rule was never put into effect. The bill, in other words, saves $120 billion only in comparison 
to a hypothetical future. However, the agreement also has some plausible mechanisms for reducing 
inflation. Expediting permitting for energy projects may increase aggregate supply and lower prices. 
Further, the price regulations on prescription drugs are likely to reduce prices in the near term. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2022/08/01/manchin-pipeline-drilling-permit/
https://www.ced.org/solutions-briefs/building-infrastructure-in-real-time-avoiding-regulatory-paralysis#section7
https://www.ced.org/solutions-briefs/building-infrastructure-in-real-time-avoiding-regulatory-paralysis
https://www.ced.org/pdf/Press_Release--CED_CBO_Statement.pdf
https://budgetmodel.wharton.upenn.edu/issues/2022/7/29/inflation-reduction-act-preliminary-estimates
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Some of the deficit reduction reforms have undesirable qualities. The minimum tax would require 
companies to keep additional sets of tax books and switch between different tax systems, greatly 
increasing tax complexity. 


